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Key challenges

- Chile is the most rapidly aging country in Latin America

Source: National Census 2015
Moment of great opportunity

- New Government as of March 2018
- Robust interest of the First Lady to push the Ageing Agenda forward - 80% approval rating-
- Critical role of the Team to propose and implement changes
Active Ageing Proposal of the new Government

Pillar one:

Healthy Ageing

Pillar two:

Safe Ageing

Pillar three:

Participative Aging – Agefriendly Cities

Pillar four:

Institutional changing
Why Age Friendly Cities in Chile
Why Age friendly cities in Chile?

- 346 Municipalities
- Centralized Government
- Disjointed local initiatives
Age-friendly Cities: Towards implementation

- **Short-term**: Stakeholders Roundtable on Age-friendly cities
  - Define the goal in an inclusive, participatory process
  - Define the strategy
  - Include voice of the elderly

- **Mid-term measures**
  - Develop and implement the first initiatives in pilot cities

- **Long term measures**
  - Extend to all municipalities
Technical Support - WBG

1. Establishing a comprehensive framework and work plan for Chile
   - WHO guidelines on Age-friendly cities
   - Inter-American Convention on Protecting the Human Rights of Older People
   - Best practices – Key take-aways from TDD
   - Infrastructure / Transport

2. How to implement an effective dialogue between central and local government to design a process for implementing the agenda at the local level